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Simplified Trusted Micro Billing
SmartMatter is a micro-billing company with a specific focus
on the development of payment solutions within the property
industry.

Company
Profile



About Our
Company

Since its inception in 2018, SmartMatter has led with the belief that
technology should increasingly become part of real estate’s core
narrative, rather than something happening on the side of the
industry. This is how we have decided to embrace the future.
SmartMatters' solution optimises the payment processes
associated with any property developments. We deploy innovative
FinTech solutions and IoT devices to optimise the billing, collection
and reporting processes .
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Innovation and Optimization
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Challenges
Investment Yields for property portfolios are lower than
other classes of investments
Credit Control of rent and utilities is a burden 
Disparate billing and reconciliation resulting in complex
property management
Inconvenient Payment process for tenants
Adversarial Relationships between landlord and tenants
Lack of Transparency with regard to the finance in the
property industry

Opportunities
Increase profit yield
Convergent billing capabilities
Cloud computing and smart metering
Optimise utility resale margins
Eliminate cost allocation challenges
Reduce operational cost
Accurate and meaningful reports for all decision makers
Automate operational processes 
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The SmartMatter solution reduces manual and
cumbersome payment processes. The
automated solution enables scalability,
increases profit yields, and provides real time
BI reports for all decision makers. 

Our Services

Micro Billing
Aureus is our platform-as-a-service (PaaS)
micro-billing solution for the residential and
commercial property markets

Smart Metering
SmartMatter facilitates remote metering and
control of utility consumption.

Data as a Service
The data-as-a-service entails the
aggregation and presentation of all data
collected on site and results in actionable
management and operational reports. 

The Smart Solution
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Who can Benefit?

Property Managers

Property Developers

Visionaries

Property Owners



50%

Emerging trends
in Real Estate
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The real estate landscape faces a number of changes in the next few years. PwC published a report  
highlighting the key trends which they predict will shape the future of real estate investment and
development. 1

1 Real Estate 2020: Bulding the future, https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/asset-management/publications/pdfs/real-estate-2020-pwc.pdf, PwC, March 2020 
2 What to expect from the property market in South Africa in 2022 – and where to buy, https://businesstech.co.za/news/property/548046/what-to-expect-from-the-property-market-in-south-
africa-in-2022-and-where-to-buy/, BusinessTech, December 2021
3 World Urbanization Prospects: The 2011 Revision, United Nation New York, 2012
4 Global Construction 2025, https://www.building.co.uk/focus/global-construction-2025/5057217.article, Adam Branson, July 2014

50% of renters are in the R7,000 - R12,000 per month bracket, leading to
an ongoing demand for affordable housing to be built.

Renters demanding affordable housing

There will be a 75% increase in the urban population by 2050, from 3.6
billion in 2010, to 6.3 billion in 2050. 

Increase in urban population

The global construction output is expected to increase from US$8.7 trillion
in 2012 to US$15 trillion in 2025, with the sub-Saharan Africa region having
the second fastest emerging markets after Asia. 

Global construction output to increase by 72%

75%

US$8.7trn

US$15trn

2012

2025

Affordability will fall, leading to greater urban density
and smaller apartments. Developers will become
more innovative about how they design and build
commercial and residential real estate, seeking to

use space more efficiently
 

PwC
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Technological
innovation in
real estate
PwC believes that the investment community will use smart data to monitor tenant information,
judge demand and make informed investment decisions. They also believe that occupiers will
demand buildings with improved enviromental performance and technological innovations, and
will also be willing to pay for this. DeFi and IoT are technological innovations that aids in
implementing a sustainable development.

+31,000%

Assets transacted
through DeFi systems

US$11.1trn

IoT economic impact
per year by 2025

The potential economic impact of
Internet of Things (IoT) applications is
estimated to reach US$11.1 trillion per year
by 2025.

40%

Value of IoT in
developing countries

Over the next 10 years,
McKinsey&Copmany predicts that nearly
40% of the value of IoT are to be
generated in developing countries.

IoT

5 Will Africa be the Hub of Decentralised Finance in the Future?, https://www.infoguideafrica.com/2021/05/Africa-hub-decentralized-future.html, Information Guide Africa
6 Smart factories and the future of risk,
https://www.insurancegateway.co.za/ShorttermConsumers/PressRoom/ViewPress/Irn=13103&URL=Smart+factories+and+the+future+of+risk#.YmkYJ9pBy5f, Insurance Gateway, June 2016
7 The Internet of Things: Mapping the Value Beyond the Hype, the McKinsey Global Institute, June 2015
8 The Latecomer’s Guide to Crypto: What is Defi, Kevin Roose, The New York Times 
9 What is IoT?, https://www.oracle.com/internet-of-things/what-is-iot/, Oracle

The Internet of Things (IoT) describes the
network of physical objects—“things”—that
are embedded with sensors, software, and
other technologies for the purpose of
connecting and exchanging data with other
devices and systems over the internet. 9

The value of assets transacted through
Decentralised Finance (DeFi) have
increased from $2.2 billion in March 2020
to over $68 billion today. 5

6

7

DeFi

DeFi (pronounced dee-fye) is short for
decentralized finance. It’s an umbrella term
for the part of the crypto universe that is
geared toward building a new, internet-
native financial system, using blockchains
to replace traditional intermediaries and
trust mechanisms.8

1

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/03/18/technology/cryptocurrency-crypto-guide.html


The Future of
Smart Cities
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DeFi IoT

The payment solution offered by SmartMatter supports the belief that technology
should increasingly become part of the property industry. The innovative DeFi and
IoT technologies, together with future SmartMatter solutions will aid in the
implementation and operation of Smart Cities.

Smart Cities
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How the
solution works 

USE

BILL

PAY

Consumers use
utilities and housing

SmartMatter bills
use

Consumers pay
their bills

 Rent

 Aureus Clockwork  Treasury
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Micro
Billing
Aureus, our convergent billing engine, has the capability to seamlessly scale as the property
portfolio grows, without having to increase management capacity. The platform is software-as-
a-service (SaaS) micro-billing solution for the residential and commercial property markets. By
combining the benefits provided by today's cloud and smart metering technologies, a world
class platform is used which automates labour-intensive tasks and eliminates archaic manual
processing.

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)

Complex payment collection rules
Set up split payments
Do cost allocations
Eliminates the archaic manual processing 

Aureus Convergent Billing Engine

Prioritize allocation of paid funds
Rent payable in advance, other invoices payable in arrears
Regulates tenant's access to services
Suspends occupant's hot water and electricity services if
no funds are available to settle outstanding invoice

Waterfall of Payments (WOP)

Utility meter reading
Managing utility metered networks
Collecting utility income form tenants and residents
Enables scalability

Automate labour-intensive tasks

Merchant/End User

Merchant

End User

Wallet Users (WUs)

Responsible for invoices and payments

Responsible for the provision of services and
invoicing

Utilises prducts and services, responsible for
settling invoices
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Smart
Metering
SmartMatter facilitate remote metering and control of utility consumption. Near real-time
consumption is displayed on our innovative Smart Wallet. Consumption is reconciled and
credited on a daily basis and users can conveniently "top-up" the wallet from any smart device.

Smart-Metering-as-a-Service (SMaaS)

Best of class metering
equipment
Integrate with existing
hardware and metering
platforms 

Remote Metering

Near real-time consumption
displayed
Reconciled and credited daily
Top-up wallet from your smart
device 

Consumption on Smart Wallet

Utility metering and billing
Remote control of consumption
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Data as a
Service
The data-as-a-service entails the aggregation and presentation of all data collected on site
and results in actionable management and operational reports. SmartMatter is continuously
working on comprehensive data reports, gathering information on industry trends in the
residential and commercial property markets. Through our comprehensive dataset we will be
able to deploy machine learning and AI technologies to gather actionable intelligence on utility
consumption across South Africa.

Data-as-a-Service (DaaS)

Utility consumption captured standardised and integrated
Can be moved to the Aureus platform for billing of
consumption

Aggregation and presentation of all data collected on site

Unlock key insights into the site's utility consumption in
near real time
Business Intelligence reports

Actionable management and operational reports
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Implementation
Timeline

Initial interaction with the
client where insights into the
needs are determined

SmartMatter provides a
proposal to the client

SmartMatter determines
cost of the tailored solution
and performs tariff
optimisation calculations

Invoice and Service Level
Agreement is sent to the
client

Final quote and sales
agreement of hardware
required to implement
the solution

SmartMatter provides
world-class service to the
client

Client chooses to accept
the proposed solution

Hardware is installed and
online configuration is
completed



Saving on under recovery

R 2,437

Reduced bulk usage

2.56KWH

How Smart Meters reduced the under recovery of electricity by 16.92%

Case Study 1:
Eskom Cost
Recovery

A property development received a total
Eskom electricity consumption of 14.64K kWh,
and measured a total residential usage of
11.7K kWh. This resulted in an electricity
under-recovery of 2.94K kWh.
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The Problem

The total reading of the SmartMatter meters
of the individual units gave an indication that
Eskom's total usage was inaccurate. The
independent bulk meter installed determined
the actual Bulk Usage of the property which
can result in a reduction of the under
recovery from the occupying tenants. 

Approach

Reduction in under recovery

16.92%

Our Solution

After reading the bulk meter, the actual bulk
usage of the property can be determined,
providing a credible source to dispute the
Eskom provided bulk usage.

Smart Metering

The data provided by the meters gives
valuable insights into the electricity
consumption displayed on the Aureus
platform. It can be used to determine trends
in the bulk usage, identify irregularities, and
act accordingly.

Data as a Service

Strong reporting capabilities
displayed on Aureus



SmartMatter meters determine the daily
electricity usage of property units, storing the
usage, and sending it to the database once
connected.

Smart Metering

The usage of the unit on that day was in
fact higher than usual
More than one unit displayed a usage
higher than usual
There was no readings for the previous 8
days due to lack of communication
caused by loadshedding
The average usage over the 8 days are
consistent with normal usage

After analysing the SmartMatter meter's
data the following was determined:

Data as a Service

The unit was correctly billed with their total
usage including the previous 8 days.

Micro Billing

How smart meters kept storing electricity usage although
loadshedding corrupted the communication device 

Case Study 2:
High unit
usage

A tenant had a complaint that the unit was
being overcharged. An electricity bill with a
total value of R200.07 was billed against the
unit on one day.
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The Problem

Using the installed SmartMatter meters, data
can be collected and an analysis can be
performed. The meters collects enough data
to identify trends. 

Approach

Our Solution

No data is lost when
communication devices fail to
connect to our database

Correct total electricity
consumption was still billed



https://www.linkedin.com/company/smartmatter-utilities

Our Team

Johann Stimie
CEO
(Ph.D - Industrial Eng., MBL, MA)
johann.stimie@smartmatter.co.za

Johan Zietsman
CTO
(M.Eng. Management, B.Eng. Civil)
johan.zietsman@smartmatter.co.za
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Francois Oberholzer
COO
(M.Eng. Industrial, B.Eng. Industrial)
francois.oberholzer@smartmatter.co.za

Brendan du Toit
Business Development Engineer
(B.Eng Industrial)
brendan.dutoit@smartmatter.co.za

Andrea Oberholzer
HR Manager & Client Support Officer
(BA Hons. Psych)
andrea.oberholzer@smartmatter.co.za

WJ du Plessis
Solutions Engineer
(B.Eng. Industrial)
wj.duplessis@smartmatter.co.za

Tronel de Wet
Accountant
CA (SA)
tronel.dewet@smartmatter.co.za

Alyssa van Loggerenberg
Development Assistant
(BCom Economics and International Trade)
alyssa.van.loggerenberg@smartmatter.co.za

Stefan Stapelberg
Solutions Engineer
(B.Eng. Industrial)
stefan.stapelberg@smartmatter.co.za

Jason Barnard
Technical Specialist
jason.barnard@smartmatter.co.za

Bradley Case
Business Development Executive
(NIA. Internal Audit)
brandley.case@smartmatter.co.za
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Contact
Us

Address
35 Church Street, Stellenbosch, 7600

Email
support@smartmatter.co.za

Website
www.smartmatter.co.za 
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LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/company/smartmatter-utilities
https://www.google.com/search?q=35+Church+Street%2C+Stellenbosch%2C+7600&oq=35+Church+Street%2C+Stellenbosch%2C+7600&aqs=chrome..69i57j33i160l5.493j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
http://www.smartmatter.co.za/
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